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P l A T f O R M  A N D  T O k E N



Farming, staking & 
liquidity mining

Orders on BP are defined by the 
user with specified expiry periods 
and strike prices, and Brightpool 
allows their users to yield farm while 
their orders are in the order book 
waiting to be filled. In addition, 
users can stake Brightpool tokens 
and add liquidity on external DEXes.

reward instead 
oF commission

By default, decentralized ex chan
ges charge a 0.3% commission on 
user transactions. Thus, the cost of 
exchanging a Bitcoin at 20,000 USD 
on such an exchange is 60 USD. 
Brightpool can pay up to 1,000 USD 
for such an order.*

ProFit sharing 
with users

Brightpool will earn money on user 
orders. However, 90% of the revenue 
earned from order profit gets 
reinjected into the exchange pools 
to generate further value for users. 



let’s assume that the BTc price 
is 20,000 USD and a user places 
an order to sell 1 BTc for 22,000 
USD with a 7day maturity.  

After this time, if the price of that 
1 BTc is equal to or greater than 
22,000 USD, the user receives 
22,000 USD. if the price is lower 
than 22,000 USD, they receive 1 
BTc back.

immediately after placing the 
order, the user will receive a 
reward of approximately 1,000 
USD. Afterwards, their funds are 
frozen for 7 days.

Regardless of whether the 
transaction is completed or not, 
the user is rewarded for placing 
the order in Brightpool’s native 
token (BRi). This reward is what 
we call “ROi 1”.

Day 1 Day 7

TRANSACTIONS ON THE BRIGHTPOOL DEX ARE 
PLACED WITH A TERm OF vALIDITY AND FOR A 
SPECIFIED AmOUNT.

order to sell 1 BTc at 22 000 USD

BTc Price: 20 000 USD

reward 1 000 USD in BRi

22 000 USD

1 BTc

OR



M A k E S  P R O f i T

BRIGHTPOOLHOW EXACTLY

PLACING AN ORDER

The user places an order to 
sell 1 BTc for 22,000 USDc 
in 7 days. The current BTc 
price is 20,000 USDc.

SETTLEmENT

After 7 days, the BTc price 
is 24,000 USDc. Brightpool 
keeps the user’s BTc and 
transfers 22,000 USDc to 
the user.

PROFIT

After the transaction settle
ment, Brightpool made a 
profit of 2,000 USDc in BTc.

DOUBLE 
OPPORTUNITY

As a result, Brightpool 
can benefit from both sell 
and buy orders. in addition, 
each settled order can 
generate profit.

01

02

03
04



order pool

staking pool treasury pool

p o o l s

order pool

When users place orders on the Brightpool exchange, 
their assets are stored in the order pool and are not 
part of an exchange in the Treasury pool. Users who 
place an order can yield farm with their coins at the 
same time.

staking pool

10% of the exchange revenue will fund the staking pool. 
The funds locked within this pool will become 
an incentive for those who stake BRI or lp tokens.  
The staking pool will contain all assets traded on 
Brightpool and users will be rewarded proportionally 
for each asset.

treasury pool

The Treasury pool will be used for order settlement, as a 
buyback fund, and to support liquidity pools on external 
DEXes. In addition, funds in the Treasury pool might work 
for the benefit of Brightpool by being staked or farmed 
on other platforms.



B R I  t o k e n

STAKING AND 
BUY-BACK

Part of the DeX’s revenue 
goes to the Staking Pool, 
where it is distributed be
tween those BRI holders 
who chose to freeze the 
token in staking.

BRI will be bought back 
from the market when its 
price drops to the range of 
the BuyBack Channel (slide 
13). A separate pool defines 
Liquidity Backing per BRI.

BRI ToKeN

Brightpool has its own token 
(BRI). the reward for placing 
an order will be paid in BRI 
tokens. BRI will have a triple 
functionality:

• Staking, which allows users
to benefit from our DeX’s
profit,

• order cancelation,

• governance: the right to
vote on the direction of
project development.

oRDeR 
CANCelATIoN

Brightpool users will be able 
to cancel orders before the 
settlement time by burning 
BRI tokens. 

the order cancelation cost 
is calculated by the same 
algorithm used to calculate 
order rewards with an addition 
of a small fee as a deflationary 
mechanism. 



M U L T I C H A I N  T O K E N

BRI will be deployed 
on many blockchains
through a multilayer
protocol. BRI will be a
multichain token; thus,
our project has a
significant advantage
over others deployed
only on one chain.

BRI A

M U L T I C H A I N



REWARD FOR PLACING 
AN ORDER

for each order placed, users receive a 
reward in BRi tokens, which will be quoted 
on decentralized exchanges. Depending 
on the parameters of the order, the re
wards can reach a value of up to several 
thousand USD.

LET YOUR ORDER YIELD FARm

The funds frozen towards the order can be 
placed on the platforms run by Brightpool’s 
partners. for example, if a user freezes 
10 ETH in a sell order for 7 days, his/her 
ETH can generate profit during this period 
as funds for loans on, for example, a com
pound platform. 

STAkING BRI

By locking BRi tokens on the exchange 
platform, users can benefit from the profits 
generated by the exchange. The return 
generated from staking is shared propor
tionally among all those who have locked 
BRi tokens.

BRI
BRI

BRI

STAkE BRI

M U l T i P l E  R O i

YiElD 

fARMiNG



B U S i N E S S  M O D E l



B U S i N E S S  M O D E l

NOBEL PRIZE

The Brightpool business model is based 
on the BlackScholes model for derivatives 
pricing, which was awarded the Nobel Prize 
in Economic Sciences in 1997. To this day, 
the largest investment banks in the world 
rely on variations of this model.

INNOvATIvE 
APPROACH

The revenue from orders executed 
on the exchange will come from 
the application of the crypto
adjusted BlackScholes model.

THE POWER OF CONSISTENCY

The BlackScholes model was constructed 
as a socalled “zerosum game”. This means 
that if we consistently price user orders and 
pay for them according to the model and 
then consistently settle the orders according 
to the calculated price and settlement time, 
the longterm outcome will be zero (neither 
earning nor losing).

Brightpool prices orders according to the 
BlackScholes model, but pays in BRi token, 
not in the currency of the order. This means 
that the equivalent of the valuation from 
the model will go to the exchange pool in 
the form of revenue. The beneficiaries of 
the exchange’s revenue are holders of BRi 
tokens who lock them through staking.

BRIGHTPOOLTHE



BRI as a hedgIng tool

The Staking Pool value depends 
on the volatility cycle. The value 
is directly proportional to the 
volatility of the crypto assets 
traded on Brightpool. BRI token 
will allow users to participate 
in Brightpool’s profits through 
staking. This makes BRI a per- 
fect hedging tool against market 
volatility.

Brightpool’s unique advanta-
ge is that it can settle orders 
irrespectively of market direction, 
as well as generate profits on 
both sides of the market.

V o l a T I l I T y

eaRn on

BRI can be used in various ways, 
as volatility is not depen dent on 
price direction. long-term holders 
can buy BRI to hedge against 
potential market drops, while 
speculators with short positions 
can secure their posi -tions against 
a sudden breakout.



BRI will not have a fixed 
supply; there will be 200 000 
000 of preminted tokens, and 
any tokens besides this 200M 
will be created according to 
the PoB mechanism. New 
tokens are released into 
circulation through traders’ 
hands as BRIs are minted by 
placing orders – with each 
bid.

S u P P l y

BRI ORdeR RewaRds



P R O O f - O f - B i D

Revenue

BRi

NEW “CONSENSUS”

Brightpool created a new way of releasing 
tokens into the market. 80% of BRi tokens is 
only released into circulation when users place 
orders. This mechanism is called “ProofofBid” 
(POB). it is based on the BlackScholes model 
(BSM) and effectively provides reve nue for the 
Brightpool protocol. Thus, every newly minted 
BRi adds revenue and also compensates for 
value dilution.

PAID IN THE FUTURE

We can compare this mechanism to emitting 
new shares of the company. it dilutes the 
holders, but the value is covered by those who 
purchased the shares. At Brightpool, newly 
minted BRis dilute the price but at the same 
time they provide the project with the funds for 
development, marketing and BRi price support.

O R D E R



Halving number BRI Reward BRI Pool

1 9 600   500 420 

2 6 400   7 000 000 

3 3 200   8 000 000 

4 1 600   16 000 000 

5 800   32 000 000 

6 400   69 000 000 

7 200   128 000 000 

8 100   256 000 000 

9 50   307 000 000 

10 25   368 000 000 

11   12,50   4 41 000 000 

12   6,25   529 000 000

13   3,13   634 000 000

14   1,56   760 000 000

15   1,00   9 12 000 000

REWARD REDUCTION

As the volume on the exchange increases, the value of 
the reward for the order will be reduced using a constant 
reward reduction algorithm. This is a proven supply re
duc tion mechanism used in Bitcoin. Early adopters of the 
exchange will be rewarded the most. This incentive to 
use the exchange in its early stage will drive revenue.
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R e v e n u e  S p l i t

ExchangE

Brightpool Finance is a proto col 
with a real revenue and it stands 
out in the market as the project 
that can generate a positive cash 
flow. the tokeno mics model is 
designed to share the protocol 
revenue with token holders (paid 
in etH and stablecoins), as well 
as to support BRi token price.

Liquidity 
& Buy-Back

Brightpool has a treasury pool 
with liquidity for order settlement 
and buy-back. the buy-back 
of BRi tokens will be executed 
when the BRi price is in the range 
between the support price and 
the Black-Scholes price. Tokens 
from the buyback will be: 95% 
burnt & 5% kept for the 
developer’s fund.

Staking PooL

users will receive uSDt, 
uSDC, etH for staking BRi. 
Staking will operate in 
30-day cycles. dEvELoPmEnt 

PooL

it’s part of the revenue for 
Bright Foundation to support 
further development.

80%

10%

10%



P R i c E  S U P P O R T

BRI

BLACk-SCHOLES 
PRICE

The value of Brightpool’s order 
reward should be equal to 
the market value of options 
premium. This allows to cal culate 
BRi a desired price to maintain 
fair value of the reward. This is 
BlackScholes Price.

SUPPORT PRICE

it is a BRi price level which is 
backed by the assets locked 
in BuyBack. This price is 
an estimation and may vary 
along with the revenue. Simply 
speaking, it is a price level at 
which Brightpool can buy the 
entire BRi circulating supply.

BUY-BACk CHANNEL

The game theory behind 
Brightpool’s busi ness model 
is constructed to support BRi 
token price. Part of the protocol 
re venue will be used to buy back 
the tokens if the BRi pricedrops 
to the BuyBack channel range. 
BuyBack channel presented in 
the chart is an estimation based 
on the volume prognosis and 
the expected revenue value 
calculated with the use of the 
BlackScholes model.

BRI Support PriceBRI Black-Scholes PriceBuy-Back Channel

6400 3200 1600 800 400
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S t a k i n g

a portion of the exchange revenue will 
fund the Staking Pool. the funds locked 
there will be used as the incentives for 
those who stake BRi or LP BRi tokens. 
Staking Pool will contain all assets 
traded on Brightpool exchange. Users 
will be rewarded with each asset in the 
pool – according to their stake.

you’ve  beforenever seen

staking pool

apy paid in eth and stablecoins

usdt

usdc

dai



Users can stake their BRI tokens to receive 
a share of Brightpool’s accumulated profits 
every 30 days (the predetermined staking 
cycle period).

In this way, they can benefit from a higher 
cumulative ROI from the continual restaking 
of their BRI tokens for all the subsequent 
staking cycles over the exchange’s lifetime.

This cumulative ROI in the form of rewards 
is exclusive from the potential appreciation 
of BRI’s price over time.

C
um

ulative RO
I for continual re-staking of B

R
I

Staking Cycles over Exchange’s Lifetime

SC-0 SC-1 SC-2 SC-3 SC-4 SC-5 SC-58 SC-59 SC-60 SC-61

C U m U L a T I v E  R O I

for re-Staking Bri



G A M E  T H E O R Y

The game between BRi stakers and dumpers 
creates a perpetual cycle of selling and buying 
pressure:

1)  The higher the BRi price, the higher
the value of the order reward.

2)  The lower the BRi price, the higher the
staking APY and price coverage.

Higher order rewards encourage users to place 
orders and subsequently generate profit for the 
exchange. This causes the price to decrease 
due to selling pressure, resulting in higher staking 
APY and attracting stakers to buy again.

 IN PROTOCOLBRIGHTPOOL

STAkiNG 
APY

BUYiNG 
PRESSURE

REWARD 
vAlUE

EXcHANGE 
PROfiT

BRi PRicE

SElliNG 
PRESSURE

BRi PRicE



S T R A T E G Y

4 STEPS LAUNCH

TESTNET PHASE 
& AIRDROPS

Testnet phases:

1)  the Testnet on Mumbai
(Polygon’s testnet)

2)  the Testnet on
Polygon mainnet

& airdrop campaign

LAUNCH

• Minimal Initial Token Supply

• BRI listing on Quickswap

• Launchpad profit
distribution among
BRI stakers

• Order reward halving

01

IDO

At the end of the Testnet 
Phase (after airdrops), 
Brightpool will run IDO.

02 03



T O K E N  S U P P L Y

TOTAL

liquidity 
& mm & lm
7,5%

private sale
22,5%

foundation
32,5% IDO

2,5%

advisors
5%

marketing 
& partnerships
5%

development
25%

Initial Circulating Supply is 3 000 000 BRI and 

grows with the volume of the exchange. Initial 

Market Cap is 600k USD. 

Funds raised through Private Sale and IDO will 

be used for development, marketing, salaries, 

operations, and Brightpool liquidity as well as 

the liquidity on external DEXes. The liquidity 

share will be used to add liquidity to the DEX as 

well as a reward for users who provide liquidity.



V e s t i n g

Development

Marketing 
& Partnership

IDO

Foundation
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v i S i O N

DEFI 2.0 ESSENCE – A NATIVE 
TREASURY POOL

Brightpool will have its own Treasury Pool with 
tokens that belong to the project.

The exchange can stake these tokens, farm with 
them, provide liquidity to other platforms, and, 
as a result, earn. This revenue can be further 
distributed to the Brightpool community.

GOvERNANCE²

Brightpool’s internal liquidity will contain tokens 
from all traded pairs. Among them, there will be 
governance tokens which will act as Brightpool’s 
voting power in other projects.

in the end, owning Brightpool’s governance 
tokens will mean you have voting power in every 
project that has its token traded on Brightpool.

LONG TERm



B R I G H T P O O L  N F T 

COLLECTION

Option-like utility

Brightpool NFT collection will be the first collection directly 

connected to a trading platform. Each NFT will allow buying 

0.1 $ETH for different prices – from $0.2 up to $2500 per $ETH. 

When Brightpool goes live, there will be 3 days to decide: burn 

the NFT and buy $ETH at this price or keep NFT.

What happens if you decide to keep it?

Front DAO

All the remaining NFTs will create an nDAO, and DAO will allow its 

members to gain profit from the Brightpool platform



q4 2022

• Bright DAO launch
• Governance platform v1.0
• IT architecture improvement

q2 2023

• Partnerships with DeFi DAOs & 
trading groups

• Influencers campaigns

• NFT mint
• DEMO of the DEX live

• IDO

q3 2023

• API for partners & reference links 
for influencers
• Platform launch & trading 

competition

• Launch of the Front DAO
• BRI listing

• Burn of the NFTs

• AI Volatility Engine live

q4 2023

• Launch of the staking 
program

• Global marketing campaign

q1 2024
• API for options strategies 

protocols

• New BRI utility – price 
booking

q1 2023

• Beta version of the platform
• NFT whitelisting 
• Security audit of the platform



S T A Y  T U N E D
WE LAUNCH vERY SOON

Always on the right side of the market
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